10 Great Science Fiction Books No SF Fan Should Miss Out On

Our original thought was to title this blog post “the 10 Greatest Science Fiction Books.” But that sounded too definitive, as there are dozens if not hundreds of SF books that one could argue should make that list. So instead, here are 10 SF books we say are great and that every science fiction should not miss:

1. *Battlefield Earth* by L. Ron Hubbard
Battlefield Earth is one of the greatest epic SF novels ever written—nonstop, pulse-pounding action from start to finish. In Battlefield Earth, our planet is invaded by the Psychlos, a race of 9-foot-tall, 1,000-pound carnivores with technology far beyond our own and an average lifespan of 190 years. The Psychlos conquer Earth to plunder our gold, which they value above any other element. But a small band of brave humans hatches an ingenious—and dangerous—plan for ending the Psychlos domination over mankind, and the galaxy, for good.

2. Lord of Light by Roger Zelazny

Humans travel to another planet which they colonize. Using technology and through mutation, an elite group of these humans attains superhuman powers. They rule the planet and the natives as gods. The protagonist, a member of this group, rebels against them to free the planet from their rule.

3. Dying Inside by Robert Silverberg


As he approaches middle age, a telepath slowly begins to lose his powers and, in doing so, what made him unique. Since he is a loner and kind of a gentle loser who has not accomplished much in life, the loss of his one unique power is particularly tragic to him and to the reader.

4. *The Gods Themselves* by Isaac Asimov

Scientists discover a parallel universe in another dimension. By exchanging matter between the universes, the intelligent beings on each side (us here and the para-men on the other side) can seemingly create a limitless supply of free energy. But a human scientist discovers a glitch in the matter exchange process that may doom our universe to destruction. Can he convince the government to shut down the interdimensional energy source in time?

5. *Dune* by Frank Herbert

A story of feudalism and survival on Dune, a harsh desert world with a dire shortage of water, which is so scarce that the
population wear suits that recycle their sweat into potable water.


A revenge novel in which the protagonist, left for dead after an attack, relentlessly pursues those who tried to kill him. He is aided by his superhuman powers: he can teleport great distances (though many humans have the same ability) and has had neurosurgery to enhance his speed and reflexes.

7. *A Canticle for Leibowitz* by Walter Miller

A post-apocalyptic novel in which an order of monks preserves precious technical and scientific knowledge shunned by the surviving humans until humanity is ready to embrace this knowledge and rebuild society with it once again.

8. *Cities in Flight* by James Blish
Humanity takes to the stars—not in rocket ships but by launching the major cities of Earth into outer space using powerful anti-gravity devices called spin dizzies—thus creating a galaxy-wide civilization of roaming space colonies.

9. *Fahrenheit 451* by Ray Bradbury

Ray Bradbury wrote his dystopian classic at the height of McCarthyism and Cold War paranoia. In the novel, Guy Montag is employed as a fireman who burns books. American society has descended into a dumbed-down culture of mindless and instant gratification, and books are seen as challenging and disruptive relics, which must be destroyed at any cost.

10. *The Dreaming Jewels* by Theodore Sturgeon

A young, lonely boy runs away and joins a traveling carnival. While working, he loses three fingers in an accident—and they grow back almost instantly. Now he knows he is different, and in
the book’s shocking ending, he
discovers just how different he is.
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